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PWG3 Analysis Software

Status of the central barrel and muon spectrometer analysis software 

Analysis strategy
Recent developments  for
Requirements

D2H (A. Dainese)

HFE (S. Masciocchi)

Muon
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PWG3-Muon: AOD

Many analysis developed in the PWG3-Muon (J/, low mass, 
single muon analysis) are based on Muon/Dimuon AODs
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PWG3-Muon: AOD (2)

LHC10b,c,d,e (initially) privately produced (with/without physics 
selection) on the Grid, using the Alien Plugin:

/alice/cern.ch/user/a/arnaldi/Data7TeV_LHC10x/passx

very good Grid performances and stability in the last months!

having to deal with a large number of jobs 
 very useful job monitoring through “my jobs” in Monalisa page

very fast loop on the interesting events

all useful information easily accessible 
through the dimuon branch

very small file size

As expected, (Di)Muon/AODs are indeed extremely useful for analysis

Run 124381

AliAODs.root 
 3 GB  (1.0 106 events)

AliAOD.Muons.root
 200 MB (75 103 events)

AliAOD.Dimuons.root
 10 MB (3000 events)
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PWG3-Muon: AOD creation update
Very important update:

Standard/Muon/Dimuon AODs immediately officially created, as soon 
as the runs are reconstructed. 
AOD creation is done for all the collected run (independently on their 
quality)

extremely useful for muon-based analysis, which do 
not require complicate calibration steps

AOD can be used from the very beginning in the 
first analysis phases

Automatic creation already done for LHC10f/g and on-going for LHC10h
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PWG3-Muon: Physics Selection

Only physics selected events are filtered in the AODs

Drawback: if the physics selection changes, as it 
happened from time to time in the pp data taking, a 
further AOD re-creation will be required

Possible alternative: keep all the events in the AODs 
and flag those passing the physics selection…or apply 
the physics selection at the AOD level
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PWG3-Muon: Geant3/Geant4

MC simulations for Muons, based on Geant4 transport code, have 
been performed (J.B.Luo PWG3Muon 20/10/10) 

Comparison between several GEANT4 tunings

Comparison between GEANT3 and GEANT4

Similar multiplicity of μ all with different Geant4 productions

multiplicity of μ  all: Geant4 larger than Geant3

 work in progress to understand the origin of the difference
 once understood, we will require MC production based also 

on Geant4
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PWG3-Muon: requirements

Pass2 reconstruction for LHC10e period (new 
alignment of the muon spectrometer)

MC minimum bias productions for pp:

anchor run from the LHC10e period. MC based on Phojet and 
Pythia as done for the LHC10d (MC simulations including also 
central barrel)

MC minimum bias productions for Pb-Pb

Muon already included in the on-going LHC10h simulations 
Further MC will be needed with realistic OCDB (trigger eff., 
tracking reject list, reco. parameters updated to Pb-Pb)

pp data
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PWG3-HFE: analysis

S. Masciocchi
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PWG3-HFE: particle identification

S. Masciocchi
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PWG3-HFE: particle identification

S. Masciocchi
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Analysis strategy

Candidates produced in one go starting from the 

AOD (or ESD) and writing output to deltaAOD
D0Kp

D0Kppp

D*D0p

D+Kpp

DsKKp

LcpKp

LcLp, K0p

2-prong like-sign

3-prong like-sign

this is done in the Filter train (which starts from 

ESDs)
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PWG3-D2H: analysis strategy
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A. Dainese
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Heavy-flavour vertexing:

latest developments

Effort to use a common framework for all analyses

introduced a set of cut manager classes used for data 

analysis and corrections

general task for running the CORRFW

common PID manager class (interfaces to 

AliDETPIDResponse in STEER and would interface to 

„ACDB“)

common plugin class to study/monitor the normalization 

variables in all tasks (CINT1B, V0and, ...)

ALICE Offline Week, CERN, 17.11.10 12

PWG3-D2H: HF vertexing-latest 
developments
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A. Dainese
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General PWG3-barrel

Requirements

ALICE Offline Week, CERN, 17.11.10 13

PWG3-D2H/HFE: requirements

13A. Dainese

Pass2 of LHC10e (ready after Christmas?) + b and c(?)

needed to increase pt reach and to study systematics

MC production for corrections

Common production for all PWG3 barrel analyses

40% for D mesons

40% for electrons

20% for J/psiee

with anchor runs from good runs (RCT) and a 

downscaling factor wrt the data

LHC10f7a done (17M events, LHC10bcd, downscaled 

1/17)

Request to double the statistics (17M more)

Request to do the same for LHC10e anchor runs (23M)
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Conclusions

Many analysis in the PWG3 are already AOD based

Muon analysis will benefit from AODs immediately available as 
soon as the run is reconstructed!

Effort for a common framework for all the central barrel analysis

Muon/Dimuon AODs extremely useful to speed up analysis

Classes for common cuts, normalization, PID have been 
developed 

On-going discussion on the handling of all the information 
needed for the PID is crucial for central barrel analysis.


